Local Control by Breast-conserving Surgery with Nipple Resection
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Abstracts. Local control was compared between patients who had undergone breast-conserving therapy with and without nipple resection. We explored whether there was any difference in local control between the two treatment methods for patients with early breast cancer. A total of 333 women with breast cancer, who had undergone breast-conserving therapy between 1991 and 2002, were included in this study. Surgery consisted of a wide local excision of the primary tumor with a 2-cm free margin as the minimum distance. When the tumor was located under the nipple or close to the nipple, breast-conserving surgery with nipple resection was selected. A total of 320 patients received breast-conserving surgery without nipple resection and radiation therapy (BCT) and 13 patients breast-conserving surgery with nipple resection and radiation therapy (BCT-NR). There were no significant differences in age, tumor size, nodal status, clinical stage, ER status, histological type or surgical margin status between the two groups. The surgical margin was positive in 55 (17.2%) out of 320 patients in the BCT group and in one (7.7%) out of 13 patients in the BCT-NR group. There was no significant difference in the breast-free survival between the two groups. In conclusion, breast-conserving surgery with nipple resection and radiation therapy may be the treatment of choice for early breast cancer patients with the tumor located under the nipple or very close to the areola.

Breast-conserving therapy is accepted as a standard treatment for early breast cancer. Ipsilateral breast recurrence is one of the serious problems for breast-conserving therapy, and thus complete resection of cancer cells is important to prevent ipsilateral breast recurrence (1-3). In the case of tumors close to the nipple, achieving complete resection is difficult. Breast-conserving surgery with nipple resection was performed in patients who had invasive cancer or intraductal cancer components close to the nipple (4). In this study, local control of breast-conserving surgery accompanied by nipple resection and radiation therapy (BCT-NR) was compared with that of breast-conserving surgery and radiation therapy (BCT).

Patients and Methods

A total of 333 women with breast cancer, who had undergone breast-conserving therapy between 1991 and 2002, were included in this study. The surgical procedure consisted of a wide excision of the primary tumor with a level II or III lymph node dissection. The tumor was widely excised, with a 2-cm free margin as the minimum distance. When the tumor was close to the nipple and could not be excised with a 2-cm free margin, or when ductal spreading was extended to the nipple, breast-conserving surgery with nipple resection was selected. The operative method of breast-conserving surgery with nipple resection has been described in our previous paper (4). Excised specimens were histopathologically examined in consecutive 5-mm slices. Negative margins are defined as no tumor cells within the 5-mm surgical margin. All patients, in addition to breast-conserving surgery with or without nipple resection, also received whole breast irradiation. A daily dose of 2Gy calculated at the midplane of the breast was delivered through two opposing tangential fields (185°), designed to minimize lung exposure, with high-energy photons (6-MV X-ray). A total dose of 50Gy was delivered in 25 fractions for 5 weeks. A radiation boost of 10Gy in 2 fractions to the tumor bed was delivered to margin-positive patients with electron beam radiation. All patients received adjuvant chemotherapy and/or endocrine therapy; patients with hormone-sensitive tumors were treated with 20 mg tamoxifen daily for 2 years or longer. Patients were monitored every month for the first 6 or 12 months after surgery and in 2- or 3-month intervals for the following 2 years, and at a minimum of 6-month intervals thereafter. Biopsy was performed in order to histologically confirm all local recurrences.

Clinicopathological factors and surgical treatment were analyzed using the Student’s t-test or the Chi-squared test. The actuarial result for breast-free survival was calculated using the Kaplan-Meier method. The log-rank test was used to compare the two survival curves.
Results

The patients' characteristics are provided in Table I. There was no significant difference in age, tumor size, nodal status, clinical stage, ER status, histological type or surgical margin status between the BCT and the BCT-NR groups. The surgical margin was positive in 55 (17.2%) out of 320 patients in the BCT group and only one (7.7%) out of 13 patients in the BCT-NR group. The positive factors of surgical margin are listed in Table II. Histopathological examination of the specimens by consecutive 5-mm slices in the BCT-NR group revealed that the distance from the tumor edge to the nipple was less than 5 mm in 3 patients and more than 5 mm in 10 patients. One patient in the BCT-NR group showed margin-positive on the lateral side. With a mean follow-up of 64 months, there has been only one ipsilateral breast recurrence (7.7%) in the BCT-NR group. There was no significant difference in breast-free survival curves between the BCT and the BCT-NR groups (Figure 1).

The cosmetic appearance of the breast in the BCT-NR group was evaluated according to the following criteria: excellent, the breast of a patient was basically unchanged compared to its preoperative condition because the wound edge located in the center of round-shaped areola resembled the nipple; good, skin retraction and unbalanced areola were not observed; not so good, observable skin retraction or unbalanced areola; poor, remarkable skin retraction and observable unbalanced areola. Eleven patients were regarded as excellent and 2 as good. An excellent case undergoing BCT-NR is shown in Figure 2.

Discussion

A modified radical mastectomy has generally been the treatment of choice for breast cancer patients with tumors close to the nipple or invading the nipple-areolar complex. We previously reported breast-conserving surgery with nipple resection for early breast cancer patients whose tumors were very close to the nipple (4). In this study, the local control of BCT and BCT-NR were compared in early breast cancer. Pezzi et al. (5) also reported breast conservation surgery with nipple-areolar resection for central breast cancers. Ten patients, who had subareolar cancers directly involving the nipple or areola, received breast conservation surgery using nipple-areolar resection. With a mean follow-up of 32 months, only one recurrence (7%) has been reported. In our study, 13 patients received BCT-NR and one (7.7%) had ipsilateral breast recurrence.
with a mean follow-up of 64 months. The local control of our patients is in agreement with the result of Pezzi et al.

Margin status is reported to be a risk factor for breast recurrence after breast-conserving surgery, irrespective of radiation surgery (1-3). When the tumor is centrally located in the breast, a choice must be made whether to preserve the nipple or not. Dale et al. (6) reported nipple-areolar preservation during breast-conserving therapy for subareolar breast carcinomas. Two out of 25 patients in their study had positive surgical margins of resection. Dale et al. concluded that patients who have small subarolar primary breast carcinomas without evidence of nipple involvement are candidates for breast-conserving therapy with nipple-areolar preservation. In our study, when the tumor was close to the nipple and probably could not be excised with a 2-cm free margin, or when ductal spreading was extended to the nipple, breast-conserving surgery with nipple resection was selected. In these cases, 10 out of 13 patients had tumors close to the nipple, as determined pathologically. If BCT had been performed on these 13 patients, no less than 10 patients would have resulted in a positive surgical margin for the nipple side. Actually, the surgical margin on the nipple side was negative in all 13 patients, while in one of 13 patients the margin on the other side was positive by intralobular component. It is thus critical to pay attention not only to the nipple side, but to the other side as well. This last patient later developed ipsilateral breast recurrence.

The cosmetic result in patients with BCT-NR was generally satisfactory. Furthermore, local control in the BCT-NR group was the same as the BCT group. We conclude that breast-conserving surgery with nipple resection and radiation therapy may be the treatment of choice for early breast cancer patients with the tumor located under the nipple or in close proximity to the areola.
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